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Asian elephants comfort each other in times of distress,
study finds
The State Column, | February 18, 2014

Researchers show that Asian elephants will attempt to comfort and
console other distressed elephants.
Using physical touches and vocalizations, Asian elephants will console one
another in times of distress, according to a new study from Emory University
and Think Elephants International.
The findings represent the first empirical evidence of this type of behavior
in elephants, according to lead author Joshua Plotnik. “For centuries,
people have observed that elephants seem to be highly intelligent and
empathic animals, but as scientists we need to actually test it,” he says.
This type of behavior has, to date, only been observed in a handful of
animals. Empirical evidence shows consoling behavior in great apes and canines. Such behaviors have also been
observed in some corvids, a family of birds that includes crows, ravens, rooks, magpies and others.
“With their strong social bonds, it’s not surprising that elephants show concern for others,” says co-author
Frans de Waal, an Emory professor of psychology and director of Living Links at Emory’s Yerkes National Primate
Research Center. “This study demonstrates that elephants get distressed when they see others in distress,
reaching out to calm them down, not unlike the way chimpanzees or humans embrace someone
who is upset.”
Plotnik began work on the study as a graduate student. He has since received his PhD from Emory and
currently lectures on conservation biology at Mahidol University in Thailand. He is also the CEO of Think
Elephants International, which focuses on education and conservation.
According to the Think Elephants International website, “Think Elephants International is a non-profit focused
on practicing science in the field, and teaching it in classrooms. Through research on elephant (and other
animal) intelligence, we hope to better inform conservation practice in the wild by helping to formulate action
plans that along with focusing on the needs of local human populations, take advantage of what we know about
the animal’s needs as well.”
Plotnik’s primary research area is convergent cognitive evolution which studies the evolution of similar features
of intelligence in different species. “Humans are unique in many ways, but not in as many ways as we
once thought,” Plotnik says.
For the consoling behavior study, the researchers focused on a group of 26 captive elephants at a camp in
northern Thailand. The elephants were closely observed for nearly a year and incidents of stress reactions and
responses were recorded. Stress responses were a result of obvious stimuli such as the presence of an unfriendly
elephant or another, potentially dangerous, animal.
“When an elephant gets spooked, its ears go out, its tail stands erect or curls out, and it may emit a
low-frequency rumble, trumpet and roar to signal its distress,” Plotnik says.
During times of stress the researchers observed that nearby elephants would move closer to the distressed
animal and that there was frequent physical contact. This might include touching the distressed animals face with
a trunk or putting a trunk into the animals mouth. This gesture is the elephant equivalent of a handshake or
hug according to Plotnik. “It’s a very vulnerable position to put yourself in, because you could get bitten.
It may be sending a signal of, ‘I’m here to help you, not hurt you.'”
Elephants responding to a distressed animal also showed a tendency to vocalize. “The vocalization I heard
most often following a distress event was a high, chirping sound,” Plotnik says. “I’ve never heard that vocalization
when elephants are alone. It may be a signal like, ‘Shshhh, it’s okay,’ the sort of sounds a human adult might
make to reassure a baby.”
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Professor Frans de Waal was one of the first to show evidence of reconciliation behaviors in nonhuman primates. Decades ago he demonstrated the ways chimpanzees make up with one another
after a fight. Since that time such behaviors have been demonstrated in a number of animals. “One
hypothesis for why we don’t see consolation as often is that more complex cognition may underlie
it,” Plotnik says. “Rather than just functioning as a way to maintain or repair relationships in a social
group, consolation may also require empathy: The ability to put yourself emotionally into someone
else’s shoes.”
Plotnik would next like to study consoling behaviors in wild elephants. This, however, is becoming
increasingly problematic because Asian and African elephants are both endangered. According to the
World Wildlife Fund, there are many domesticated Asian elephants, but the population in the wild
has dwindled to 25,600 to 32,750 individuals.
Elephant baby born in Emmen Zoo in the Netherlands
20-7-2014

The elephant young is the last descendant of males elephant Radza
and the last elephant that will be born at the current location.
The zoo had to put to sleep Radza early October at the age of 47
years, because he could no longer walk by painfull inflammation to
his bones. At the time of the euthanasia it was not yet clear whether
there are one or more female elephants in foal to him.
The new baby elephant is the 27th born in the Emmen Zoo.
The baby elephant got the name “Ma Yav Yee”
7-3-2014 Elephants warn each other with specific sound for people,
according to new scientific research
When elephants are exposed to voice sounds of local tribes in Kenya,
they produce a specific low alarm call to warn their ilk for the presence
of humans. Elephants that hear the sound, run away almost immediately.
Researchers at the University of Oxford in the scientific
journal PLOS One reported
Growling
The scientists came to their findings by play voice sounds of the
Samburu people from North of Kenya. Upon hearing of this language all
the elephants produced a low growl. This low alarm signal of the animals was then recorded with a
sound recorder and played near a second group of elephants. These animals became restless and
moved from the speakers. Previous research by British scientists has shown that elephants warn each
other with the same kind of low growl for bees.
Differences
The low tone frequencies of the sounds vary. The research suggests that the elephants have separate
warning sounds for humans and bees. "It is quite possible that this kind of rumbling sounds are similar
to words in human language," said head researcher Lucy King on the news site of the University of
Oxford.
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Elephant’s World Sanctuary, Kanchanaburi
AUGUST 28, 2014 BY ROY CAVANAGH
Over the years I’ve been fortunate enough to
experience some memorable moments in
Thailand. Moments that will stay with me
forever. Seeing shooting stars above Samui,
launching khom-loy lanterns in Chiang Mai,
gazing out over the turquoise sea to Ko Lipe;
all memorable. If anybody had told me that
standing waist-deep in a muddy river in the
Thai countryside would match anything else
I’ve seen or done in Thailand, I’d say they were
‘ting-tong‘ (crazy). But my recent visit to
Kanchanaburi produced special memories that I
will cherish for a lifetime. And I’ve got an
elderly lady to thank for that. A wrinkly, everso-slightly hairy septuagenarian with no teeth,
a big belly and a cataract in her eye. I think I’ve
found my soul-mate. Let me introduce you to
Songkran and her friends.
About Roy Cavanagh
Roy Cavanagh is a former
stand-up comedian who
now works as a freelance
writer. Passionate about
Thailand and Thai culture,
Roy also runs a network of travel websites.
Read more about the article;
http://www.thaizer.com/touristattractions/elephants-world-sanctuarykanchanaburi/
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The Dutch people get off the Elephant!
World Elephantsday

Day, 12 august, was the start of our campaign
“get off the elephant!”. We hailed all people in
the Netherlands to never (more) make an
elephant ride and promise that on a special
Dutch website. Behind elephant rides and
shows is very much animal suffering, the back
of a elephant can carry only 100kg to prevent
the spinal distorted. Many elephants deployed
lifelong as a tourist attraction to carry at least
200kg with the elephant rides. More than
30.000 people promised in the recent weeks to
get off the elephant. With their promises we
built in 2,5 weeks a life-size 3D elephant at
Amsterdam airport, the first 3D petition ever!
In addition the tour operators Kuoni and Tiara
announced to stop elephant rides. Also tour
operator 333Travel contacted us, after our
supporters had asked them to get off the
elephant, we go quickly in conversation with
them. Many Dutch tour operators got off the
elephant already last year, we hope that soon
no more elephant ride is offered in the
Netherlands!

The Elephants World 13-9-2014
Our beloved dog Bam Bam passed away
today because of old age. She was one of the
first dogs at Elephants World and was
superfriendly and lovely. Everyone, including
the dogs, will miss her presence.
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Elephants World 14-9-2014
Luigi is back and decide here to stay! In 2013
Luigi was a long term volunteer who stayed
with us for 4 months. During that period of
time he made a very unique connection with
our elephant Wasana. After returning home to
Switzerland Luigi decided he wanted to come
back to Thailand and be Wasana’s lifelong
mahout and caretaker. It is obvious that she
remembers him and their relationship has
been flourishing since his return. She follows
him around and they have a beautiful bond.
We feel very lucky to have Luigi here and that
he has decided to make such a strong
commitment to Wasana and Elephants World.
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Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd.
Prince Palace Hotel, 14th Floor,
488/ 800 Bo Bae Tower, Damrongrak Rd,
Klong Mahanak, Pomprab,
Bangkok 10100 THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0)2 628 4382 t/m 84
Fax: +66 (0)2 628 4385
E-mail: info@greenwoodtravel.nl
The philosophy of Green Wood Travel
When you book a vacation with Green Wood
Travel you go with people who have a strong
connection with the region where they live and
work. We are determined to offer our customers
impressive experiences. In addition during the
trips we try to give the best possible insight into
all the cultural aspects of the country involved.
We want to offer you not only a problem free
and smooth holiday, but also enrich your
gradient travel with true adventures.
With Green Wood Travel you can book trips
to Elephants World.

Save Kam Kaew
Two volunteers at Elephants World have started this campaign to save the
disabled elephant Kam Kaew so she can come back to Elephants World
from a trekking camp. We received our first donation of 200 euros!
It was made by Toni Villar Moratalla from
Barcelona as a birthday present. Toni donated
this amount to the campaign for saving Kam Kaew!!
One of our volunteers (together with her family) have
made a great donation for Kam Kaew. Hopefully this
may inspire everyone to get the rest of the money together. With her family this
92 years old lady has already raised 9,000 euros!!
Maria (our former manager on EW) raised €1.057 through a beautiful concert
in Germany at World Elephants Day.
Meanwhile is half of the necessary € 26.780 donated, thanks to all contributors.
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Foundation Help the Elephants World
Save Kam Kaew
Kam Kaew can come already to Elephants World
because half of the amount for saving her is donated
To be able to keep her there is approximately
€13.000 need again.
We ask all elephant lovers to make this possible
by raising money with organizing all sorts of
actions.

About Veggie Fair:
the biggest veggie event in the Netherlands!
Mission and vision
More and more people are discovering the secrets
of the vegetarian kitchen. The possibilities are so
diverse that no one ever stop learning touches. We
take you on a voyage of discovery. Because every
day that you choose for vegetarian food, has
positive effects on the environment, for the
animals and for your own health. Our mission is to
help consumers and businesses make their choice
for delicious, healthy and conscious food. You
have to experience the taste of the vegetarian
cuisine. We share this experience with our
members and the rest of the Netherlands.

VegFestNL Amsterdam
World Vegan Day and World Vegan Month
were organized on Saturday 1 November
2014. At the same day also took place the first
edition of VegFestNL in Amsterdam.
Two volunteers Dagmar van der Lee
(overnight visitor at Elephants World last
September) and Dienke Stomph (7 weeks
volunteer at Elephants World in 2013)
represented us at the fair to promote
Elephants World.
The 2 ladies told us that it was quite an
interesting fair and Elephants World had
attracted much attention from the visitors.
A donation box yielded 94,10 euros that
day.

We do this by organizing events in which we let
people taste vegetarian food, by giving tips to
consumers and professionals about creating tasty
vegetarian dishes and products and by
communicating how to enjoy healthy and conscious
vegetarian food. As you improve the world with your
fork: Vegetarian Nutrition is better for animals,
nature, the environment and your own health.
Help the Elephants World was invited by the
organization to promote “Elephants World” at a
fair in Amsterdam on the 1st of November.
For an impression see right side of this page.
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Dagmar and
Dienke for
your cooperation!!
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Foundation Help the Elephants World
November 8th the Elephants World family was
present at the Loy Krathong festival in
Kanchanaburi. Here they made a wish for Kam
Kaew! Please see the pictures below.
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Want to spend your night in the forest, looking
for elephants in the wild? For more information,
have a look at our website
www.elephantsworld.org or send us an e-mail:
info@elephantsworld.org and find out all about
our Forest Program!
Want to read what it's like before you feel brave
enough? Keep your eyes on our Facebook page
to read our guest's exciting
experiences!!
Don't be afraid, you'll be
protected by our little
forest ghost…

We have no e-mail address of our contributors who
donated through our ABNAMRO bankaccount. We
need this address for sending our newsletter. If you
read this on our website and you want us to send
you our newsletters, please let us know and send
your e-mail address with the note “newsletter” to

helpew@elephantsworld.org
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